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Abstract.This paper mainly studies a fast positioning method of unmanned signal system devices in urban 

rail transit after dormancy and wake-up of the train, in which layout of corresponding position detection 

devices in train dormancy wake-up zone is proposed to memory and store the train location information 

before dormancy. After wake-up of the train, the positioning information obtained through the position 

detection devices is compared with the positioning information memorized and stored before the dormancy. 

If the safety verification of the above information is passed, then fast positioning of the train is completed.  
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1. Introduction  

In the existing CBTC control system of rail transit, before the train is put into operation, it is necessary 

for the train to be manually powered up and self-checked. Then the train is driven manually in RM mode and 

runs at low speed in RM mode. After passing through two location beacons in succession, the train obtains 

effective position information and enters positioning status. The CBTC control system allows the train to 

enter the driving mode with carbone ATP protection function, such as AM/CM mode, only when the train 

has the ability to locate safely. The driver is required to participate in the whole process, which takes a long 

time and the operation efficiency is low. 

Under the condition of unmanned driving, no driver is involved to complete the auxiliary train 

positioning, and the unmanned system needs to complete safety positioning immediately after the train is 

static or operates autonomously in a small area. Based on this requirement of the unmanned system, this 

paper proposes a fast and safe positioning method based on location memory for dormancy train after 

wake-up, which is highly effective as well. According to the different characteristics of the location detection 

devices placed in the dormancy wake-up zone, there are two fast and safe positioning methods: 

2. ASafe and Fast PositioningMethod Based on Location Memory and 
Continuous Positioning Devices 

This method requires layout of continuous positioning devices in dormancy wake-up zone of the train, 

such as positioning loop lines. Layout of continuous positioning devices need to meet requirements of 

accurate stopping during the train enter into the dormancy wake-up zone, and requirements of fast 

positioning after wake-up at the front and tail of the train. 

In order to meet the requirements of accurate parking for the train to dormancy wake-up zone,the length 

of the continuous positioning devices for the train parking location should solve the ATP parking error and 

the reading delay of the continuous positioning devices. The distance L that from the last read information 
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through continuous positioning device to the continuous positioning’s reading device when the train stop 

should satisfy the following formula: 

. 

T1: continuous positioning device’s read delay.T2: on-board ATP processing time. V: the allowable 

speed of the train to dormancy wake-up zone (unit: km/h).D: ATP parking error. W: wheel diameter 

calibration error. L:the continuous positioning device must be arranged before L distance to achieve precise 

parking. 

In order to meet the requirements of fast positioning after train waking up, the continuous positioning 

device’s length should be at least to cover the continuous positioning’s reading device at the front and end of 

the train after stopping steady and the distance required for a single jump,the distance L should satisfy the 

formula:  

. 

D: a single jump distance. S: continuous positioning device’s installation error and read side lobe. L：the 

distance that where the continuous positioning device must be arranged to realize the train location after 

awakening. 

Normally, in order to facilitate the installation and maintenance of the continuous positioning device, the 

continuous positioning device can be arranged in a way that is full of the whole dormancy wake-up zone. 

The continuous positioning devices are shown in figure 1.  
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Fig. 1: Layout diagram of continuous positioning devices 
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of safe and fast positioning method based on location memory and continuous location devices 

Based on the layout diagram of the continuous positioning devices shown in figure 1, the positioning 

process of fast train dormancy wake-up based on position memory is as follows: 

1) At the end of operation the day before, the train completely entered the wake-up zone and stopped 

steady and accurately. The carbone controller executed the dormancy process after receiving the dormancy 

instruction, and stored the location information before the dormancy in its own dormancy wake-up module 

without failure. 
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2) Before starting operation the next day, according to the timetable, the center ATS automatically or 

manually sends the wake-up instruction to the wake-up module of the carbone controller to wake up the train. 

After the train wakes up successfully and the carbone controller is powered on, the position information is 

retrieved from the dormancy wake-up module. 

3) The carbone controller verifies the position information obtained from the dormancy wake-up module 

as well as the safety position information continuously obtained from the positioning devices. If the 

verification is inconsistent, then failure of the train positioning is determined; while if the verification is 

successful, then the next train position verification shall be carried out.  

4) The carbone controller controls the train to jump in a small range, and the train obtains the position 

information from the continuous positioning devices during the jump motion. The above obtained position 

information was compared with the position information obtained for the first time after wake-up and the 

position information calculated by the velocity displacement sensor, so as to further ensure safety of the train 

position. 

3. ASafe and Fast PositioningMethod based on Location Memory, Trackside 
Secondary Occupation and Traditional Positioning Devices  

Compared with method 1, this method does not require layout of continuous positioning devices, and the 

corresponding transponders are only placed in the dormancy wake-up area. However, in order to realize fast 

and safe positioning of dormancy wake-up based on traditional positioning devices, system requirements for 

this method will be higher. Figure 3 shows the specific layout diagram of trackside dormancy wake-up 

transponders:  
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Fig. 3: Layout diagram of dormancy wake-up transponders 

The above figure shows layout diagram of trackside dormancy wake-up transponders, and the 

corresponding layout requirements are as follows:  

1. It is necessary to reserve a free section between two trains, the train and the train stop, which is used 

as a safe reserved distance for the electrified jump of the train. 

2. In order to ensure the train stops in the preset dormancy wake-up window, position calibration 

transponders need to be placed in the dormancy wake-up zone to calibrate the position of the train before 

dormancy. 

3. It is necessary to set up a dormancy wake-up window in the wake-up zone to make sure that the train 

stops in the parking window area steady. Moreover, the dormancy wake-up transponders can be read within 

the preset jump distance on the premise that the electrified jump on the train does not exceed the preset safe 

reserved distance. 

4. In order to complete the safe re-positioning function of the train, it is necessary to set up dormancy 

wake-up transponders in the dormancy wake-up zone, which can be used to obtain the location information 

of the dormancy wake-up transponders through jumping and moving of the train after wake-up.  
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Based on the layout diagram of the trackside dormancy wake-up transponders shown in figure 3, the safe 

and fast positioning process of the train after dormancy wake-up is as follows: 

1) At the end of operation the day before, the train completely entered the dormancy wake-up zone, 

calibrated the position of the train before dormancy according to the position calibration transponders, and 

stopped in the preset dormancy wake-up parking window steady.  

2) According to the timetable, the center ATS automatically or manually sends the dormancy instruction 

to carbone controller, which executes the dormancy process after receiving the dormancy instruction, and 

stores the train position information before dormancy in trackside ATP for memory. 

3) After the train dormancy is successful, the trackside ATP continuously monitors whether the train has 

not been moved out of the dormancy wake-up zone according to the secondary train occupation test devices.  

4) Before starting operation the next day, according to the timetable, the center ATS automatically or 

manually sends the wake-up instruction to the wake-up module of the carbone controller to wake up the train. 

After the train wakes up successfully and the carbone controller is powered on, the position information is 

retrieved from the trackside ATP, which returns the corresponding location information stored before 

dormancy to the carbone controller according to the position track of the train during the dormancy.  

5) After obtaining the position information stored before the dormancy from the trackside ATP, the 

carbone controller controls the train to jump in a small area. In the process of jumping, the train obtains the 

position information from the preset dormancy wake-up positioning  transponders, determines the train 

position with this information, and completes safety positioning of the train.  
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Fig. 4: Flow diagram of a safe and fast location method based on location memory and trackside secondary occupation 

supervision 

4. Conclusion  

With the wide application of the automatic unmanned signal system, the train positioning technology of 

the existing signal system is no longer meet the needs of the train positioning after wake-up of the unmanned 

signal system. This paper can help to solve the problem by offering two safe and fast positioning methods for 

train fast wake-up based on memory storage.  

The first method adopts carbone ATP active positioning technology. First, this method is no longer 

completely dependent on the location storage and verification results of the trackside ATP, which avoids the 

situation that the loss of train position in all jurisdiction areas caused by the trackside ATP fault will prevent 

the train from completing the fast and safe positioning. Second, when there is no jumping interface between 

the train and the signal system, it can also realize fast positioning of the train, which has a wide range of 

application. Third, loop line layout of the location detection devices of this method is convenient, which can 

enter the positioning state before the train is put into operation and improve the operation efficiency.  

The second method adopts trackside ATP auxiliary positioning technology. This method is based on the 

existing hardware devices of traditional CBTC system, and can obtain the safe location information after the 

unmanned system is powered up and quickly complete the positioning of the train at the minimum cost. 
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